CONSENT FROM RESTORE CONSULTING, LLC.

DRAWINGS SHALL NOT BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT WRITTEN

A. ROUT \& SEAL CRACKS AS INDICATED ON THE DRAWINGS.

B. DRAWINGS.

C. VACUUM, OR ABSORBENTS.

D. STORM DRAINS MUST BE PROTECTED FROM DUST AND DEBRIS.

E. STEEL PLATES AND ANGLES SHALL BE ASTM A36.

F. ENGINEER'S SITE VISIT DO NOT INVOLVE REVIEWING JOB-SITE SAFETY AND ENGINEER WILL NOT

G. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS GETTING INTO THE STORM PIPING SYSTEM.

H. CLEAN AND COAT ALL EXPOSED STEEL IN CONCRETE REPAIR CAVITIES.

I. FINISHES

J. INSTALLATION OF DECK COATING.
SHEET NOTES:

1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.

LEGEND:

- RE-POINT DETERIORATED MORTAR JOINT; REFER TO DET. 12/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE METAL-METAL JOINT SEALANT; REFER TO DET. 13/R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE MASONRY-TO-CONC. MASONRY JOINT SEALANT; REFER TO DET. 13/R5.1
- INSTALL PREFORMED SILICONE SEAL AT MULLION JOINTS; REFER TO DET. 14/R5.1
- CLEAN AND INSTALL MASONRY SEALER
- CLEAN EXTERIOR CONCRETE SPANDRELS AND INSTALL ELASTOMERIC COATING
1. REFER TO DRAWING G-2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.
2. PORTIONS OF THE SLAB AT THIS LEVEL CONTAIN EMBEDDED EPOXY. FILING. CONTRACTOR SHALL USE CAUTION TO NOT DAMAGE FILING DURING DEMOLITION AND CRACK ROUTING OPERATIONS.

LEGEND:
- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 185.1
- SCALING REPAIR (EPOXY BROADCAST)
- DECK COATING RECOAT (EPOXY/POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 1748.2
- OVERLAY REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 545.1
- BEAM REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 853.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1595.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1695.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE HORIZONTAL ISOLATION JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1595.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE VERTICAL ISOLATION JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1595.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE VERTICAL EXPANSION JOINT, REFER TO DET. 2295.2
- EXPANSION JOINT HEADER REPAIR, WINGED, REFER TO DET. 2295.2
- EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR - PRE-COMPRRESSED FOAM, REFER TO DET. 2295.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE EXPANSION JOINT - WINGED, REFER TO DET. 1495.2
- INJECT CRACKS WITH CHEMICAL GROUT
- CRACK REPAIR AT 5TH AVE. REFER TO DET. 2495.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 1595.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 1495.1

SHEET NOTES:

- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE
- INJECT CRACKS WITH CHEMICAL GROUT
- CRACK REPAIR AT 5TH AVE. REFER TO DET. 2495.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 1595.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 1495.1

Restore Consulting, LLC
www.restoreces.com

ANN ARBOR DDA
Parking Structures Restoration 2019
Ann Arbor, MI
SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.

LEGEND:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORK ITEM</th>
<th>ESTIMATED QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLOOR REPAIR</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 1/R5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALING REPAIR</td>
<td>(EPOXY BROADCAST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECK COATING RECOAT</td>
<td>(EPOXY/POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUT &amp; SEAL CRACK REPAIR</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 17/R5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERLAY REPAIR</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 5A/R5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM REPAIR</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 6/R5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE HORIZONTAL ISOLATION JOINT SEALANT</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 18/R5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE VERTICAL ISOLATION JOINT SEALANT</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 18/R5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE VERTICAL EXPANSION JOINT</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 19/R5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPANSION JOINT HEADER REPAIR</td>
<td>WINGED, REFER TO DET. 20/R5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR</td>
<td>PRE-COMPRESSED FOAM, REFER TO DET. 23/R5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INJECT CRACKS WITH CHEMICAL GROUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRACK REPAIR AT 5TH AVE, REFER TO DET. 24/R5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE &amp; REPLACE EXPANSION JOINT - SILICONE</td>
<td>REFER TO DET. 17/R5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: DRAWINGS SHALL NOT BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT FROM RESTORE CONSULTING, LLC.

PROJECT NUMBER: 2019-523
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Date: 5/6/2019
Designed by: DSE
Drawn by: DSE

Library Lane Parking Structure Level P3 Plan

SHEET NO. R1.24
1. REFER TO DRAWING 00-2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.

LEGEND:

WORK ITEM & ESTIMATED QUANTITY

- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 1/R5.1
- SCALING REPAIR (EPOXY BROADCAST)
- DECK COATING RECOAT (EPOXY/POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 17R8.2
- OVERLAY REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 5AR5.2
- BEAM REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 6R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1AR5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1AR5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE HORIZONTAL ISOLATION JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1AR5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE VERTICAL ISOLATION JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 1AR5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE VERTICAL EXPANSION JOINT, REFER TO DET. 2AR5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT HEADER REPAIR - WINGED, REFER TO DET. 20R5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR - PRE-COMPRESSED FOAM, REFER TO DET. 23R5.2
- INJECT CRACKS WITH CHEMICAL GROUT
- CRACK REPAIR AT 5TH AVE., REFER TO DET. 24R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 15R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 16R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE VERTICAL EXPANSION JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 1AR5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE VERTICAL EXPANSION JOINT - WINGED, REFER TO DET. 1AR5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE EXPANSION JOINT - WINGED, REFER TO DET. 19R5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR - PRE-COMPRESSED FOAM, REFER TO DET. 23R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE EXPANSION JOINT - PRE-COMPRESSED FOAM, REFER TO DET. 22R5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR - PRE-COMPRESSED FOAM, REFER TO DET. 23R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 15R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT - SILICONE, REFER TO DET. 16R5.1
LEVEL 2 PLAN

SHEET NOTES:

1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.

LEGEND:

- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 1.2X/R5.1
- CEILING REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 3.R5.1
- DECK COATING RECOAT (EPOXY/POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 17R5.2
- BEAM REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 4.R5.1
- COLUMN REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 7.R5.1
- WALL REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 8.R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 15.R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 16.R5.1
- EXPANSION JOINT HEADER REPAIR - WINGED EJ, REFER TO DET. 20R5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT NOSING REPAIR - PREMOLD EJ, REFER TO DET. 21R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE DAMAGED FLOOR DRAIN GRATE
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR TOWER WALLS (INTERIOR) AND UNDERSIDE OF STAIRS
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR RAILINGS (INCLUDING HANDRAILS)
LEGEND:

- **LEVEL 3 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 2 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 1 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 3 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 4 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 5 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 6 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 7 PLAN**
- **LEVEL 8 PLAN**

**SHEET NOTES:**

1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.

**WORK ITEM #**

- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 1/5/X/R5.1
- CEILING REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 3/5/X/R5.1
- DECK COATING RECOAT (EPOXY/POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 17/R5.2
- BEAM REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 6/5/X/R5.1
- COLUMN REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 7/5/X/R5.1
- WALL REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 8/5/X/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1
- EXPANSION JOINT HEADER REPAIR - WINGED EJ, REFER TO DET. 20/R5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT NOSING REPAIR - PREMOLD EJ, REFER TO DET. 21/R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE DAMAGED STORM PIPING
- REMOVE & REPLACE DAMAGED FLOOR DRAIN GRATE
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR TOWER WALLS (INTERIOR) AND UNDERSIDE OF STAIRS
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR RAILINGS (INCLUDING HANDRAILS)
LEVEL 4 PLAN

SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.

LEGEND:
- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 1/R5.1
- CEILING REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 3/R5.1
- DECK COATING RECOAT (EPOXY/POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 17/R5.2
- BEAM REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 4/R5.1
- COLUMN REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 7/R5.1
- WALL REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 6/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1
- EXPANSION JOINT HEADER REPAIR - WINGED EJ, REFER TO DET. 20/R5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT NOSING REPAIR - PREMOLD EJ, REFER TO DET. 21/R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE DAMAGED STORM PIPING
- REMOVE & REPLACE DAMAGED FLOOR DRAIN GRATE
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR TOWER WALLS (INTERIOR) AND UNDERSIDE OF STAIRS
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR RAILINGS (INCLUDING HANDRAILS)
LEVEL 5 PLAN

SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.

LEGEND:
- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 1/2X/R5.1
- CEILING REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 3/4/R5.1
- DECK COATING RECOAT (EPoxy/POLyURETHANE SYSTEM)
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 17/R5.2
- BEAM REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 6/R5.1
- COLUMN REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 7/R5.1
- WALL REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 8/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1
- EXPANSION JOINT HEADER REPAIR - WINGED EJ, REFER TO DET. 20/R5.2
- EXPANSION JOINT NOSING REPAIR - PREMOLD EJ, REFER TO DET. 21/R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE DAMAGED STORM PIPING
- REMOVE & REPLACE DAMAGED FLOOR DRAIN GRATE
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR TOWER WALLS (INTERIOR) AND UNDERSIDE OF STAIRS
- CLEAN & PAINT STAIR RAILINGS (INCLUDING HANDRAILS)

WORK ITEM # ESTIMATED QUANTITY
8C
5C
9C
11C
12C
15C
16C
17C
18C

Project # 2019-523
Maynard Parking Structure Level 5 Plan
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LEVEL G
LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3
LEVEL 4
LEVEL 5
LEVEL 6
LEVEL 7
LEVEL 8

LEVEL 5 PLAN

Maynard - Isometric
SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.
2. WORK ITEM 17D - STEEL STAIR REPAIR AT SE STAIR: LOCATIONS FOR STEEL STAIR REPAIR TO BE DETERMINED BY ENGINEER IN FIELD. REFER TO DETAIL 31/R5.2.

LEGEND:
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 17/R5.2
- EXISTING DECK COATING
- DECK COATING RECOAT (POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- NEW FULL SYSTEM DECK COATING (POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 10/11/R5.1
- CURB REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 9/R5.1
- GROUT POCKET REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 25/R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE FLOOR DRAIN, REFER TO DET. 27,28/R5.2
- INSTALL SUPPLEMENTAL FLOOR DRAIN, REFER TO DET. 27,28/R5.2 SIM.

WORK ITEM #
- ESTIMATED QUANTITY
LEVEL 1A/1B PLAN

LEVEL 1A
LEVEL 1B
LEVEL 2A
LEVEL 2B
LEVEL 3A
LEVEL 3B
LEVEL 4A
LEVEL 4B
LEVEL 5A
LEVEL 5B
LEVEL 6A
LEVEL 6B
LEVEL 7A
LEVEL 7B

LEVEL -1A
LEVEL -1B
LEVEL -2A
LEVEL -2B

SHEET NOTES:
1. REFER TO DRAWING G0.2 FOR GENERAL NOTES.
2. WORK ITEM 17D - STEEL STAIR REPAIR AT SE STAIR: LOCATIONS FOR STEEL STAIR REPAIR TO BE DETERMINED BY ENGINEER IN FIELD.
   REFER TO DETAIL 31/R5.2.

LEGEND:
- ROUT & SEAL CRACK, REFER TO DET. 17/R5.2
- EXISTING DECK COATING
- DECK COATING RECOAT (POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- NEWFULL SYSTEM DECK COATING (POLYURETHANE SYSTEM)
- FLOOR REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1
- CURB REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1
- GROUT POCKET REPAIR, REFER TO DET. 25/R5.2
- REMOVE & REPLACE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 15/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE COVE JOINT SEALANT, REFER TO DET. 16/R5.1
- REMOVE & REPLACE FLOOR DRAIN, REFER TO DET. 27,28/R5.2
- INSTALL SUPPLEMENTAL FLOOR DRAIN, REFER TO DET. 27,28/R5.2 SIM.

WORK ITEM #
ESTIMATED QUANTITY

4th & Washington - Isometric
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SHEET NAME
4th & Washington Parking Structure Level 1 Plan

SHEET NO.
R1.42

DRAWINGS SHALL NOT BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT FROM RESTORE CONSULTING, LLC.

PROJECT # 2019-523

Level Dimensions:
- 3/32" = 1'-0"
**NOTES:**

1. SQUARE OFF IRREGULAR PATCH SHAPES, REFER TO DET. 4/R5.1

2. REMOVE DETERIORATED CONC. & PATCH TO ORG. SURFACE AT PERIMETER, 3" MIN.

3. CUT EXIST. REINF.

4. SAWCUT PERIMETER

5. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED CONC. & PATCH TO ORG. SURFACE

6. REMOVE DETERIORATED CONC. & PATCH TO ORG. SURFACE

7. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED MORTAR & INSTALL NEW MORTAR IN 3" TO 4" DEEP, DO NOT CUT EXIST. REINF., TYP.

8. REMOVE DETERIORATED CONC. & PATCH TO ORG. SURFACE

9. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED MORTAR & INSTALL NEW MORTAR IN 3" TO 4" DEEP, DO NOT CUT EXIST. REINF., TYP.

10. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED MORTAR & INSTALL NEW MORTAR IN 3" TO 4" DEEP, DO NOT CUT EXIST. REINF., TYP.

11. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED MORTAR & INSTALL NEW MORTAR IN 3" TO 4" DEEP, DO NOT CUT EXIST. REINF., TYP.

12. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED MORTAR & INSTALL NEW MORTAR IN 3" TO 4" DEEP, DO NOT CUT EXIST. REINF., TYP.

13. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED MORTAR & INSTALL NEW MORTAR IN 3" TO 4" DEEP, DO NOT CUT EXIST. REINF., TYP.

14. CLEAN MASONRY SURFACES TO REMOVE DETERIORATED MORTAR & INSTALL NEW MORTAR IN 3" TO 4" DEEP, DO NOT CUT EXIST. REINF., TYP.

15. INSTALL SEALANT WITH TOP OF CONCRETE SURFACE WHERE DECK COATING IS TO BE APPLIED.

16. INSTALL SEALANT WITH TOP OF CONCRETE SURFACE WHERE DECK COATING IS TO BE APPLIED.

**1.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**2.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**3.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**4.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**5.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**6.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**7.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**8.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**9.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.

**10.** JOINT SEALANT WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO SHALL BE 2:1.
EXIST. CONC. SLAB
IN FIELD PRIOR TO ORDERING MATERIAL.
EXIST. STEEL PLATE. VERIFY SIZE OF PLATE
NEW 10"x48"x
REMOVE CORRODED STEEL AND INSTALL,
TYP.
FLOOR DRAIN
1
BOND BREAKER
1

NOTES:
1. CONCRETE PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXIST. PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXPANSION JOINT NOSING
PREMOLD

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT NOSING MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. CONCRETE PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXIST. PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXPANSION JOINT NOSING
PREMOLD

NOTES:
1. CONCRETE PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXIST. PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXPANSION JOINT NOSING
PREMOLD

NOTES:
1. CONCRETE PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXIST. PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXPANSION JOINT NOSING
PREMOLD

NOTES:
1. CONCRETE PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXIST. PREMOLD E.J. GLAND
EXPANSION JOINT NOSING
PREMOLD

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT NOSING MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. EMBED 6" MIN. & ANCHOR W/ ADHESIVE.

NOTES:
1. LOCATIONS FOR REPAIR TO BE DETERMINED BY ENGINEER IN FIELD.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCTION WORK IS INCIDENTAL.

NOTE 4.

NOTE 3.

NOTE 2.

NOTE 1.

FLOOR DRAIN REPLACEMENT - PLAN

FLOOR DRAIN REPLACEMENT - SECTION

Joint sealant at floor drain

Facade sealant - fillet joint

Steel stair repair

Deck coating detail coat

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT HEADER MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT HEADER MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT HEADER MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT HEADER MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT HEADER MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT HEADER MATERIAL
SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

NOTES:
1. SURFACE PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF EXPANSION JOINT HEADER MATERIAL
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Sheet No.

DO NOT PAINT RAILINGS AT THIS STAIR TOWER

PAINTING AT THOMPSON ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

DO NOT PAINT RAILINGS AT THIS STAIR TOWER

PAINTING AT MAYNARD ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROTECT ALL EXISTING ELEMENTS TO REMAIN

PAINTING AT MAYNARD ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROTECT ALL EXISTING ELEMENTS TO REMAIN

PAINTING AT MAYNARD ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROTECT ALL EXISTING ELEMENTS TO REMAIN

PAINTING AT MAYNARD ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

CLEAN & PAINT GREY BAND AT WALLS AT THIS STAIR TOWER.

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT THOMPSON ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

DO NOT PAINT RAILINGS AT THIS STAIR TOWER

PAINTING AT MAYNARD ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROTECT ALL EXISTING ELEMENTS TO REMAIN

PAINTING AT MAYNARD ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROTECT ALL EXISTING ELEMENTS TO REMAIN

PAINTING AT MAYNARD ST. STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT

PAINTING AT ALLEY STAIR

MAYNARD PARKING STRUCTURE

CLEAN & PAINT ALL GUARDRAILS AND HANDRAILS

CLEAN & PAINT ALL PREVIOUSLY PAINTED CONCRETE/CONCRETE SURFACES

PROVIDE PRIMER (AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUF.) AND FINISH COAT AT AREAS OF BARE CONC./MASONRY OR PEELING PAINT